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D-DAY BY THE NUMBERS Claire Anderson,
Went hard in the paint

35 borgs on the IM’s
21 - number of Dixie cups filled from two beers
4 - number of beers a frisbee can hold
1 Waka Flocka Flame
2 - number of times Waka has performed for D Day
11 bands/groups/people that get to say they opened for Waka Flocka Flame
8 - level the DJ said the crowd was at before Waka came out
10 - level crowd was required to be at for Waka to come out
1 “LISTEN TO THIS TRACK, BITCH!”
69 mosh pits opened
18 phones lost
21 IDs dropped. RIP
47 - number of times I completely lost control of my body and became one with the crowd
30 minutes of his hour long set that Waka spent in the crowd
514 people that touched Waka
900 souls touched by Waka
50 gallons of sweat collectively sweat out
8 - number of times I thought “is this mosh pit really worth it right now?”
7 - number of times the mosh pit was worth it
1 shotgun by Waka on stage
32 people who lost their voice
400 posts on social media of Waka in the crowd
45 new posts on the Lost and Found section of WhattoDU

I MADE A SHIRT 4 U Claire Anderson,
Also a designer

Get your very own shirt to commemorate Denison Day! Made with 100% polyester. Yum!

Front Back

This gorgeous shirt could be yours for just $35 or 3 Meal Swipes while supplies last!
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Staff “Milk” Box
Claire “2%” Anderson, Managing Editor

Emmy “Whole” Ayad, Junior Editor
Caroline “Oat” Lopez, Junior Editor
Selah “Skim” Griffin, Junior Editor

Mick “Unpasteurized” Smith, Head Writer

Fallelujah!

Lauren “1%” Ehlers, Senior Writer
Ella “2%” Buzas, Junior Writer

Griffin “Cashew” Conley, Junior Writer
Caroline “Soy” Concannon, Junior Writer

Micah “Almond” Stromsoe DeLorenzo, Junior Writer
Brin “Hemp” Glass, Junior Writer

Carter “Whole” Seipel, Sophomore Writer

Claire Anderson,
Thinking AheadHALLOWEEN IS COMING...

Halloween is almost a month away, which means it’s time to lock in those group costumes. Here 
are my pop-culturally relevant suggestions for you and your crew.

The Roy Family From Succession

All you need are grey suits, a lust for power, and a deeply depressing demeanor.

Go as the Bandersnatch!

One person is a Snagel, one person is a milkshake, one person is a slushie, and one person is the walls 
of the snatch (just wear a white shirt, carry a sharpie and let people sign you!)

FOR THE QUAD SQUADS

FOR THE TRIOS

Red, Grey, and Blue Denison ID’s

For this one I’m envisioning your own Denison ID blown up onto a t-shirt. Wear your D number 
loud and proud!

FOR THE DYNAMIC DUOS

Eras Tour and RENAISSANCE Tour

Don’t even need to describe what an outfit would look like for this you already know.

A Bullsheet and a Recycling Bin

Like salt and pepper, nothing goes better together <3 For the Bullsheet just staple your favorite 
‘sheets onto your clothes, and for the recycling bin try to find one with the wheels on the bottom, 
jump in, and have your friends wheel you around the entire night! Bonus points if you put some old 
‘sheets in there!

Slutty Autonomous Thinker and Discerning Moral Agent

The liberal arts are soooooooo hot.


